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READ THIS FIRST

To run The Newsroom you need a Commodore 64 or 128

computer including:

64K memory

One single-sided disk drive

A serial port

A dot-matrix printer

1541, 1371 diskdrive

A printer interface card (only if you have a non-

Commodore printer)

Optional equipment includes:

A joystick

A second single-sided disk drive

A modem

WARNING: DO NOT COPY THE NEWSROOM

MASTER PROGRAM OR CLIP ART DISK. These

disks are copy protected. Attempting to copy

these disks could damage them. Backup disks

are available directly from Springboard

Software; see the Backup Order form included

in this package.

Hardware

requirements

Hardware options

Warning
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How to Use this Manual 

iv 

This manual is organized in the same fashion as The 
Newsroom itself. Atier a couple of preliminary chapters 
that explain some hasic concepts and how to get The 
Newsroom up and running. there are six chapters deserihing: 
the six parts of The i\ewsroom. 

rhe lirst step for all users is to read the Introduction and 
Getting Started chapters. 

Next. mmt users will want to read the chapters explaining 
the six parts of The Newsroom. As you read about The 
Banner. The Photo Lah. and the other areas. be sure to 
spend sOllle time expL'fimenting with The i\ewsroolll's 

I Illany powerful featurcs. You'll find that The Nc\\ sroom is 
fun to use and easy to Ie~lrn. 



In this chapter you will learn ... 

• What you can do with The Newsroom 
• The elements of a Newsroom 

newspaper 
• What the Picture Menu is 
• What icons are 
• How to recognize and use the cursor 

Chapter 1 
Introduction 



Choose to 
layout your 
paper with a 
banner or two 
additional 
panels 

Combine a 
myriad 
selection of clip 
art elements to 
create dramatic 
effects. Use 
multiple photos 
in one panel or 
design your 
photo as large 
asthe panel. 

Entertext into 
your panel with 
a sophisticated 
word 
processor. 
Choose from 
five different 
typestyles 
including 
headline and 
body copy 
sizes. 

The Newsroom® 

Design, Create and Print Out 
Your Very Own Newspaper. 

~!Wk?W??Y',Wu;:0:%W$&WW4 

\::0_3 TEAM TRY OUTS 
MONDAY 5:00 
I-IRIGLEY FIELD 

~I 1l1li 1 

~ BRING UNIFORM 
AND LOCKER FEE 

KEEP UP THE GOOD GRADES 
COACH FARLEY IS AN 

ADVOCATE OF: 
"NO PASS, NO PLAY" 

BREAKFAST FUND RAISER 
FOR NEl-I TEAM UNIFORMS 

n,e, Flcceo:" 
of tr,ll< 
breakfast Will 
deten'uf,e the mlMt,er- (.f new unIform!: we 
... re able t(. bll Se., le~'s Plake thiS 
year's fund r<.i;;:er 6 twOl SI.Keess. We need 
·'(,lllr,~eers, '::Co ~1'Oin U~' lJlt~, the c(.ac!'", 

Layout and print both letter and legal-sized newspapers. 

Select from 
over 600 

.I"onderful 
pieces of ready 
to use clip art. 

! 
! Use multiple rpanelS for a 

single story 
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The Newsroom was created for journalists of all ages and 
abilities. Experienced writers will find that it has the tools 
and flexibility to create stylish and sophisticated 
publications. Novices. young and old. will find The 
Newsroom a fascinating introduction into the world of 
journalism and newspapers. 

With The Newsroom you can design. write. and illustrate a 
wide range of publications. including newspapers. 
newsletters. brochures. flyers. and forms. You can spread 
the news about your business. schooL club. team. family. 
or neighborhood. Thousands of users already have created 
countless original publications with The Newsroom. 

The Newsroom enables you to direct all the activities 
necessary to create a newspaper. This includes banner 
creation. photo production. copy writing. layout. printing. 
and transmitting files via the wire service. There are four 
types of pages that can be made. each with a particular 
combination of panels and banner: 

Banner Panel Panel 

Banner Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

8 112" x 11" 8112" x 11" 8112" x 14" 8 1/2"x 14" 
letter size page letter size page legal size page legal size page 

with banner without banner with banner without banner 

When you start up The Newsroom. the first thing you sec 
is the Picture Menu. It shows each of the six departments. 
When you select one of the departments. the Picture Menu 
disappears and you advance to the selected department. 

What can you do 
with The Newsroom? 
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The elements of 
a newspaper 

Banner I 
Panel Panel 

Panel Panel 

Panel Panel 

The work area 

Arrow Cursor 

Icons inthe 
Banner Work Area 

The Banner 
Work Area 

The front page of a newspaper usually has an area at the top 
which contains the name of the newspaper in large type. 
Sometimes it contains additional infonnation such as the 
name of the publisher. the date. a slogan. or a short note 
about a featured story. This area is called the banner or tlag 
and is created in The Banner area of The Newsroom. 

A front page also has panels. where text and photos appear. 
On inside pages. additional panels appear in the place of a 
banner. Photos are created in The Photo Lab, and then 
combined with text in The Copy Desk to make a panel. 
The page fonnats pictured on the previous page have box 
outlines around the panels and banners in order to help you 
understand their relative size and position . These box 
outlines do not appear when a page is printed out. 

You arrange the panels on the page in The Layout area. 
and then send the finished newspaper to a dot matrix printer 
in The Press. Finally, using The Wire Service, you 
can send or receive banners. photos. panels. or entire 
newspapers with your computer's modem (optional). There 
is no computer compatibility problem at The Newsroom; 
Commodore. Apple and IBM computers can all 
communicate with each other. 

The three newspaper creation areas- Banner. Photo Lab. 
and Copy Desk--contain a work area in which you enter 
the elements of your newspaper. The work area is the same 
relative size as the banner or panel that will appear on the 
printed page. 
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Each of the three creation areas also has a menu composed 
of picture symbols, called icons, Icons represent a specific 
function or tool that you may use in the work area, 
Sometimes, selecting an icon will reveal yet another set of 
options. 

Several of the icons are common to all three work areas. 
For example, therl' i, a garbage can icon. sclectcd when you 
want to get rid of all the text and graphics on the screen. 
And there is a disk icon for when you want to save your 
work or load into the work area a previously saved file. In 
all therc are II icons. The ljuid. reference card provides an 
excellent overvie\\ of the icons available in each work area. 

Icons 

lliiiii 
I 

The Newsroom has a "smart" cursor that not only shows its I The cursor 
location on the screen but also changes shape according to 
the fUllction it can pcrfonn at any given time. The cursor 
takes on mallY different shapes; here are the most common 
ones: 

• It Illay look like an arrow. pointing to an icon. 

• It may take the shape of a hand. indicating that it is 
ready to pick up a piece of clip art. 

• Whcn you start to enter text. the cursor becoilles a box 
that is the same sile as the letter" that will appeaL 

Except for entering text. almost all functions in The 
Newsroom are perfOnlled in two steps: 

I. First. you must move the cursor so that it highlights 
or points to the option or object you want to work 
with. 

If you have a joystick. you can use it to Illove the 
cursor anywhere on the screen. When you first start 
using The Newsroom. you will have to orient the 
device so that the motion of your hand corresponds to 
the cursor movement you expect. 

If you don't have a joystick. you can move the cursor 
with the two CRSR keys. 

I ..... 

I 

I Move and Select 
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2. Next you must "select" the option or object. This is 
done with the selection hutton if you have a joystick. 
or with the Commodore key if you are using the 
keyhoard. 

The following table shows the keys used to control the 
cursor. (If you have a joystick. you can still use these 
keyhoard keys.) 

Function Key Description 

Select [Commodore] Use I Commodore] to: 

Small 
Steps 

I Leap 

[CTRL-CRSR] 

[CTRL-L] 

• Select an item from a menu 
or a list of options. 

• Select the point where you 
want to start entering text or 
graphie~. 

• Pick up and drop a piece of 
clip art. 

By holding down the ICTRL] 
key and a ICRSR] key at the 
same time, you can toggle the 
cursor between large and small 
steps. This allows for precise 
positioning of clip art and 
photos. 

Pressing ICTRL-Llmakes the 
cursor Leap from the middle of 
the screen to the icon area and 
back again. 

Note: Whell rOll must hold dowll ol1e key Gild, at the same 
time, press some other kcv. llie keys arc cOllnected willi a 
hyphen. 

6 Introduction 
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In this chapter you will learn ... 

• How to set up The Newsroom on your 
computer 

• How to start The Newsroom 
• How to exit from The Newsroom 
• How to manage data files 
• What comes next 

Chapter 2 
Getting Started 



Chapter overview ! This chapter contains thc information you need to get 
The Newsroom up and running quickly and easily. The 
chapter is divided into three sections: 

D Starting The Newsroom 

This section provides instructions for daily startup of 
The Newsroom and information on how to run The 
Newsroom on one and two disk drive systems. 

E1 Exiting from The Newsroom 

This section explains how to leave The Newsroom 
and return to the computer's operating system. 

lEI Managing data files 

Thi.', section explains the reeommelllkd procedure for 
storing and maintaining the files you create in The 
Newsroolll. 

8 Getting Started 



D Starting The Newsroom 

I. Turn on the monitor and disk drive(s). 

If you have a dual disk drive system, both drives are 
identified as device 8. and you must change the device 
number of your second drive to 9. You will use The 
Newsroom Master Program disk in device 8 and the 
Clip Art disk and your data disks in device 9. See 
your drive manual for instructions on changing the 
device number. 

2. Insert the Master Program disk (Disk I. Side I) into 
the drive. 

3. Turn on the computer and wait for the READY 
prompt. 

If you have a C-128. type G064 to enter C-64 mode. 
When the computer asks "Are you sure?" enter Y 
[RETURN[ and wait for the READY prompt. 

4. Type LOAD "*", 8, 1 [RETURN[ 

The computer will search for, locate, and load The 
Newsroom. and display the READY prompt. 

5. Type RUN [RETURN I 

The program will start. You will see the Springboard 
company logo. followed by The Newsroom Picture 
Menu. 

Getting Started 9 



fJ Exiting from The Newsroom 

When you have completed a work session in The 
Newsroom, you will find it helpful to know how to get 
out and retum to DOS. There's really nothing to it; all 
you have to do is: 

I. Save the work you just completed. 

2. Return to the Picture Menu. 

3. Remove the Master Program disk from the drive and 
turn off the computer. 

10 Getting Started 



11 Managing data files 

Data files are the files you create in The Newsroom. They 
must be stored on a data disk. Data files cannot be stored on 
the Master Program disk or on the Clip Art disk. 

Before you start using The Newsroom. make sure that you 
have at least one tloppy disk for storing your data files. In 
fact you should have two disks so that you can make 
backup copies of the files you create. A backup disk is 
cheap but effective insurance against the accidental loss of 
valuable data. Refer to your DOS 3.3 manual for 
instructions on initializing a data disk. 

There are four areas of The Newsroom in which data files 
are created: 

The Banner. where you create banners. 

The Photo Lab. where you create photos. 

The Copy Desk. where you create panels by loading 
photos and entering text. 

The Layout area. where you assemble banners and 
panels to create pages. 

For easiest handling of all your data files, it is 
highly recommended that you save all the files 
comprising a page (banner, photos, panels, and 
page layout) on a single data disk. 

Each of these areas includes a tile save option. represented 
by the disk icon or a box with the word Save in it. When 
you have created a file that you want to keep for later use, 
you must save it before returning to the Picture Menu or 
working on another file. The Newsroom provides clear on
screen instructions that lead you through the save procedure. 

Data disks may be initialized during The Newsroom's save 
procedure. 

Saving data files 

n 
Sa<.Je photo 
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DOS in The Newsroom 

There are five DOS commands that you Illay find helpful in 
managing your Newsroom data fik~. For instructions on 
how to u.~e these commands. see your disk drive\' User's 
Guide. The commands are: 

COpy This command is useful for l1laking hack up copies of your 
data files and for transferring fiks from one disk to another. 

SCRATCH The Scratch command comes in handy when you want to 
get rid of files that you don't need anymorl'. 

LOAD "$" The Load Directory command loads information ahout the 
files on a disk into the computer's memory. 

Notc: Whel/ Ihe di!"ector\' is loaded il/IO mCl1lo!"Y it is Ihe 
S({/11C as loadil/g i1l/othe!" prograll/. Thc jJ!"ogral11 C/1/"/"cllI/r II/ 

II/CillO/"\" \\"ill he CU/.\('d. 

LIST The Li~t command displays the directory information stored 
in the computer memory. This includes file names and 
types. list of hlocks used. and the starting block. 

RENAME The Rename command let, you change thl' name assigned 
to a file. 
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When you save a data file you must give it a name. Data 
file names can be from one to eight characters long and 
should consist only of letters and/or number.,. Do not use 
spaces or periods in a filename. 

As you may know from your experience with DOS, 
filenames may also include a filename prefix to 
categorize them and assist in their management. (A period 
always separates a filename and its prefix.) 

In The Newsroom, all data files have 
filename prefixes, but the prefixes are 
assigned by The Newsroom automatically. 
You cannot include a filename prefix when 
naming a Newsroom data file. 

The Newsroom filename prefixes correspond to each type of 
data file. The prefixes are: 

Prefix 

BN 
PH 
PN 
PG 

Tyt)e of data file 

Banner 
Photo 
Panel 
Page 

For example. a banner file named SPORTS would appear in 
DOS as BN.SPORTS. Filename prefixes are never seen 
when you are working in The Newsroom, but they come in 
handy when you are working in DOS. Here's why: 

When you are working in The Newsroom, only one type of 
filename is shown on the screen at any given time. For 
example. when you instruct The Newsroom to print a 
banner, the system displays a list of the names of the 
banners on the current disk; it does not display the names of 
photos, panels, or pages. This makes it impossible for you 
to confuse one type of file with another. 

When you are working in DOS. all the filenames in the 
specified disk may be displayed. By looking at the filename 
prefixes. you can tell whether a file is a banner. a photo, a 
panel, or a page layout. 

Filenames 
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Organizing files Perhaps the most important concept in managing data files 
is this: 

SAVE ALL FILES FOR THE SAME PAGE ON 
THE SAME DISK. 

By following this easy rule, you will save yourself from 
swapping disks or searching for files when it comes time to 
print a page. 

The diagram below shows how the various data files 
combine to foml a page layout. 

Deleting files Deleting data files from a disk must be done using the DOS 
command SCRATCH. 

What comes next? You are now anned with all the background infomlation 
you need to start using The Newsroom. The next six 
chapters describe each of The Newsroom's departments. 
You should complete each chapter in sequence. 

The best way to leam is to experiment with The 
Newsroom's features as you read about them. No matter 
what keys or buttons you press. you can't hurt either The 
Newsroom or your computer. Sit back. relax. and have 
fun. 

14 Getting Started 



BAHHER 
In this chapter you will learn ... 

• What a banner is 
• How to recognize the Banner icons 
• How to create a banner 
• How to use clip art 
• How to use graphics tools 
• How to save and load a banner 

Chapter 3 
The Banner 
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OOPS 
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----- - ---- ----

The Banner Icons 

Fo sclcct all iU!II n/01'(' the (/ITOW IIcxl Iii il alld press 
(ColI//1/odore! lir thc seleclioll hutroll lill rOllr jo\'slic/.:. 

The clip art icon accesses The Newsroom's collection of 
rcady-to-use artwork. You can selcct onl) one piecc of clip 

I art at a time. but you can return to the clip art disk as olten 
as you like. The banner may include as many as 30 pieces 
of clip art. 

Thc flip icon causes the specified piece of clip art to !lip 
from left to right. producing a mirror image of the original 
artwork. This icon appcars only when there is a piece of 
clip ,\11 in the work area. 

The crayon icon aceesscs the Graphics Tools Menu from 
which you Gin sclect a dra\\ing pen. a IXl'defined shape. or a 
fill pattern to enhance your banner. And if you make a 
mistake. you can usc the eraser. The Graphics Tools Menu 
is also the place from which you select the font for the text 
you want in t he banner. 

The magnifying glass icon enables you to 100111 in 011 

a portion of the work area for ddailed editing of the clip art 
and graphics you've put in the hanner. 

The OOPS icon cancels your most recent action in thc 
work area. Thus. you can remove something added or 
restore something deleted. 

The garbage can icon clears the work area. Any work 
done on the ban ncr since it ,vas last saved. is lost. As a 

II 

II 

I 

safeguard against accidents. this icon must be selected twice 1.1' 

in succession before it takes eflect. 

The disk icon is used when you want to save the banner 
you've been working on. load into the work area a 
pre\ iously saved banner. or initialize a data disk. 

MENU ! 

The MENU icon returns you to The Newsroom Picture 
Menu. I I' you have made any additions or changes to your 
hanner, The Newsroom asks if you want to save your work 
hefore you exit. 
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The banner is the space at the top of the first page of a What is a banner? 
newspaper. It contains infonmttion such as the name of the 
newspapcr. the issue number. the date, the flame of the 
organization producing the newspaper, and perhaps a slogan 
like "All The News That Fits We Print." 

On those pages that you decide not to include a hanner, The 
Newsroom puts two panels in thc hanner's place. An 
illustration of how The Newsroom lays out a page with and 
without a banner appears in the Introduction of this manual 
and on the 4uick reference card. 

The Newsroom provides the tools you need to create a 
banner that's just right for your newspaper. As you can see 
in the illustration in the margin, there are three elements 
that make up a banner. The elements are: 

Clip Art 

The Newsroom comes with a disk containing more than 
600 ready-to-use illustrations from which you may choose. 
Supplemental Clip Art Collection volumes can be 
purchased from your favorite software store. 

Graphics Tools 

The banner can include lines. boxes, circles, fill patterns 
that fill in an enclosed area with a design, and your own 
freehand drawings. A special Graphics Tools Menu displays 
your options. 

Text 

The Newsroom has five type styles. or fonts. from which 
you may choose. The sample banner at the top of the page 
has sans serif fonts. Fonts are selected from the Graphics 
Tools Menu. 

The Banner 

Choose from 
five type 
styles or 
fonts. 
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Overview: How do 
you make a banner? 

Banner creation is a four step procedure. Not all steps have 
to be followed for l'very nanner; for example. you can 
create a banner that doesn't have any clip art. Brief 
descriptions ()f each of the four steps appear below; 
complete instructions appear on the following pages. 

I D Put in clip art. 

The Newsroom's clip art is a collection of pre-drawn 
illustrations stored on Disk 2. the Clip Art disk. The 
disk conl<tins over bOO pieces of art. organized into 
categories and arranged 011 pages. The pages all haw 
names that indicate the category of clip art they 
contain. For example. the page named "Birds I" has 
clip art of six different hirds from which you Inay 
choose. 

\Vhen \OU access the clip art disk. you first select a 
page to display. then select the exact piece of clip art 
you want. Then you return to the work area and 
positi()n the piece of art ill the banner. 

The Appendix has illustrations of all the clip art pages 
to help you find the exact piece of clip art you want. 

i B Modify the clip art or add artwork of your 
own. 

The Newsroom offers three features to help you 
customize the artwork in your banner: 

The nip feature reverses the image of a piece of clip 
art. For example. a picture of a hand pointing to the 
right can be made to point to the left. 

The crayon icon accesses the Graphics Tools Menu 
which offers tools for making line,. circles. and 
squares. and for creating your own freehand drawings. 
Other tools enable you to fill in parts of the banner 
with a variety of pattems, and to 1..'1"(1',1..' what you don't 
want. 

For detailed editing. the magnifying glass zooms 
in on a portion of the banner. Using this feature. you 
can make small but significant changes to a piece of 
clip art or to art made with the graphics tools. 
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II Enter text. 

The first step in entering text is to select a font from 
the Graphics Tools Menu. Then all you have to do is 
drop the cursor where you want the text to start. and 
type away! The Newsroom prmides five fonts from 
which you may choose. 

II Save the banner. 

Once you have finished creating the banner you must 
store it on a data disk. Then, in the Layout area, you 
call retrieve the banner and "paste it down" on the 
page. 

Now that you have an overview of the entire process of 
creating a banner. you can proceed to the following pages 
for complete instructions. 
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D Put in clip art 

Go to the I 

clip art disk I 

fIli [gil 

Select a page 

\;love the cursor to the clip art icon and select it. I f you 
haven't already done so. The Ncwsroom asks you to inscrt a 
clip mt disk into a disk drive. Put in thc desired disk with 
the appropriate side up, then select the OK box. If you 
decide not to look at clip art after aiL selcct the Cancel box. 

When the clip art disk is activatccl, you sec an alphabetical 
list of the l'lip art pagc namcs on the left ,ide of the screen. 
Each page contains several pieces of clip art. In addition to 
the page names. the I ist has three other items: 

• "Jew Disk, selected when you want to access the other 
side of the current disk or insert a different clip art disk. 

• Cancel. if you want to return to the banner without 
sdecting a piece of clip art. 

• Clip Art A or B. to indicate which side of the disk 
you have inserted. 

There are more page names than can fit un the serecn at one 
time. You can scroll the list to reveal the othcr page names 
by moving the cursor (appearing now as an illVt?rsed bar) to 
the bottom of the scrccn and continuing to hold down the 
cursor key or joystick. Likewise, you can scroll back to the 
top of the list by moving the cursor to the top of the screen 
ami continuing to hold down the ('L'''sor key or joystick. 

When the cursor highlights the page name you want, select 
it. The Newsroom shows that page on the screen. To the 
I crt of the page arc two options: 

• Clip art icon. selected if you want to look at a 
different page. 

• Exit, if you want to return to the banner without 
selecting a piece of clip art. 
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As you move the cursor from the list onto the page, the 
cursor takes the form of a hand, Move the hand to the piece 
of art you want and pick it up. 

The Newsroom returns to the work area with a copy of the 
piece of clip art. The original always stays on the clip ali 
disk. You can't see the cursor now, but it is canying the 
piece of clip art. 

Position the clip art precisely where you want it, then drop 
it at that location. 

When you drop the piece of clip art, a second copy of it 
appears. This is a feature of The Newsroom that allows you 
to place several copies of the same piece of clip art into a 
banner. There is no limit to the number of copies you can 
make. When you have as many copies as you want 
(whether it be one or a dozen), move the piece of clip art to 
the icon area. The piece of clip art disappears. and you are 
free to select another icon, 

Here are some tips for positioning clip art: 

• If you are using the keyboard's I CRSR I keys, you can 
use the [CTRL I key to move the cursor in small steps. 

• If you move the piece of clip art off the left edge of the 
work area hefore dropping it, it disappears. Select the 
OOPS icon to make it reappear. 

• You can position a piece of clip art entirely within the 
work area, Of, if you want to use only a certain part, you 
can position the part that you don't want outside the 
work area. Only that part of the artwork that is inside the 
work area will appear \V'hen you print the hanner. 

• Some pieces of clip art are too big to fit entirely inside 
the banner area. These pieces of art do, however, fit in a 
panel, where they may appear as photos. 

Select a piece 
of Clip art 

Position the 
Clip art 
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The flip icon flips a piece of clip art from left to right, 
producing a mirror image. When you select this option and 
move into the work area. the cursor hecomes a hand: move 
the hand atop the piece of clip art you \\ant to flip and 
select it. Then, if you want to move the piece of clip art, 
select it again and drop it in its desired location. 

I The tlip feature works only on original clip art: you cannot 
!lip anything created with the graphics tools or modified 
with the magnifying glass. Therefore, if you want to flip a 
piece of clip art. do so hcfim> making any modifications to 
it. 

:\ rule of thumb in composing the appearance of the 
banner, or any al1work on a page. is to face the artwork 
inward. Thus, if you're using the chickadee clip art. you 
would prohahly want the bird to be looking in to\\ ard the 
center of the hanner rather than staring oil the page 
someplace. 

Add other clip art The time to put in additional pieces of clip art is hefore you 
I make any Illodifications to the first piece. Select the clip art 
. icon again and pick out another piece of art. 
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D Modify the clip art or create your own artwork 

Before you make any additions or changes to the banner. 
make doubly ~ure that you have all the clip art you want, 
that it is exactly whcre you want it, and that it is facing the 
right way. Here's why: 

Clip art i~ the only element of a banner that can be moved 
or tlipped. Let's say you had a clip art hippopotamus in the I 

hanner. and filled it in with a fill pattern. If you were to 
move that clip art, the hippo would move hut the fill 
pattern would stay right where it was. 

Likewise. if you create your own piece of artwork. you 
can't movc it somewhere else to make room for a piece of 
clip art. 

I.~' I .. . -....../ 

I II Q 

The crayon icon opens up a whole world of ll1odification 
and crcation options. When you select it. the screen 
displays the Graphics Tools Menu. 

Graphic Tools 
Line Lines Circle Box Draw Erase 

I·---~~ II r<:J 118 01 ~ I rI211~ I 

Fi II Patte ... ·ns Hand 

• EiilI1IIllI1. ~ [I] i 

_Immmull HIJUU. IE:UTI , 
large Fonts Small Fonts 

I SERIF II SERIF 
I~S;:;A:;;"=-S:::::;S;;::;:;E:;;;R::::;:IF;;:::::===:II SA"S SERIF 

I E"GlISH I 
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Select a tool 

From this menu you can select tools to ... 

Add predefined lines. boxes, and circles 
Make your own drawings 
Erase part of the hanner 
Fill in enclosed areas with various fill patterns 
Reposition your clip art 
Add text to the banner 

You'll notice that one or two menu items havc a small 
trianglc in the upper left corner. Thc triangle indicates the 
active graphics tool. '\Jotice also that one of thc tools is 
blinking. The blinking indicates the cursor position. To 
select a graphics tool. first make it blink. then press the 
selcL,tion button or kc y. 

Select the Exit box when you are ready to return to the 
work area. When you rcturn, the tool you ,elected i, activc. 

, EaL"il of the graphics tools is described on the following 
pages. If you prefer to know the rules bdore starting, read 
on. However. if you would rather learn how to use the 
graphics tools by experimentation. by all Illeans go ahead. 
You can't hurt anything, and you'll certainly have a good 
timc. 

, 

WhclI using graphics 100/01, rCIII('mlicr that YOU call mOl'£, 

Ihe cursor ill .\l1/a//I{I'I).\ hr holdillg dOI\'1I {CIRl.I while 
pressing tl cursor ~ey. 
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The Hand enables you to pick up a piece of clip art and 
drop it at another location in thc banner. Remember, 
though, that the hand does not pick up any changes you 
may have made to the clip art with the magnifying glass 
function or with any of the graphics tools. That's why it is 
so important to drop clip art exactly where you want it 
before you do any other work on the banner. 

The six tools across the top of the page are used in 
conjunction with the ten pens below them. After you select 
something from the top row, be sure to select the pen you 
want to use. When you return to the work area, the cursor 
takes the shape and thickness of the selected pen. 

The Line draws individual lines. Select the point at which 
you want the line to begin: as you move the cursor the line 
"rubberbands," always connecting the starting point to the 
cursor position. When the end point is where you want it, 
select again: the line will be drawn. 

Lines draws a series of lines, the ending point of one 
being the stal1ing point of the next. 

For Circles, select the center point and watch it expand or 
contract as you move the cursor. Hit the selection key again 
when the cirele is the size you want it. 

To make a Box, first select a point for one comer. An 
outline of the box rubbcrbands as you move the cursor 
diagonally from the starting point. Select again when the 
box is the size you want it. The Box is L1sed most 
frequently to "frame" part or all of the banner. 

The Draw mode draws freehand, wherever you move the 
cursor. Select the beginning point and hold down the 
selection button or key while you move the cursor, then 
release it when you are done. The Draw function is a good 
one to use when you are experimenting with the various 
pen shapes and sizes. 

The Banner 

Ir.dl 
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Erase 

~ 

Fill Patterns 

.~IJTIIIIJ.~ , ••••• 

You can usc the Erase function to erase anything: in the 
han ncr. Like the shapes and lines. the eraser is used in 
conjunction with one of the pens. For hig: erasures. choose 
a \\ide-tipped pen: for detailed work usc a smaller pen. 

To start erasing. move the cursor to the desired spot. Then 
hold down the sekction key and IlH)\C the cursor over the 
artwork you want to crase. It's a little tricky. because the 
eraser becomes invisihk while you arc using it. It helps to 
move in small steps. If you lose track of the eraser. use the 
[CTRL-LJ cursor 1llovement function to return the cursor to 
the icon area. 

Erasures can also he made with the magnitying glass 
feature. descrihed on the following page. 

Fill patterns ~lre used to fill in enclosed areas with a 
pattern. /\fter you have sekcted a fill pattern and returned to 
the work area. the cursor appears as a large crosshair (+ l. 
Move the center of the crosshair inside the area vou want to 
fill. then hit thl' sL'iection button or key. 

If you don't like the looks of the fill pattern. just OOPS it 
away. 

Experiment! II you are reading ahout graphics tools for the first time. 
take some time nO\\ to becol11e fal11ili~lr with how to usc 
them. 

\Vhen vou arc done. leave somL' art\\ ork in the work area so 
that you can karn how to usc the magnifying glass. 
de.sLTihed on the fullowing pagl'. 
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The magnifying glass i~ it good tool for making detailed 
changes to a small area in the banncr. 

First. select the magnifying glass icon. Then, as you move 
into the work area, the cursor takes the shape of a small 
rectangle. This rectangle encloses the area that will be 
magnified. Move the rectangle over the area you want to 
change and scleet it. 

The work area makes a rather drastic change in appearance. 
What you see is a checkerboard of black and white squares 
representing the part of the banner enclosed by the 
rectangle. This screen demonstrates that the banner is 
actually composed of hundreds of individual dots. In 
computer language. these dots are called pi xels. The 
photographs in a newspaper arc composed in the same 
fashion. (If you doubt this. try looking at a newspaper 
photo through a magnifying glass.) 

A pixel that is turned on is black and will appear on a 
printed banner. A pixel that is turned off is the color 
displayed on your monitor (usually green. white. or amber) 
and will not appear on the printed page. 

Notice the small box at the bottom of the screen. It shows 
the part of the work area that is being magnified. As you 
turn pixels on and off, the change is recorded in the small 
box. 

You can move around the checkerboard anywhere you want. 
turning pixels on and off. For rapid change to several 
adjacent pixels. hold down the selection button or key while 
you move the cursor. 

When you have finished making changes. select the Exit 
box to return to the work area with your changes intact, or 
select the Cancel box to undo all the changes you have 
made. (And if you select the wrong box by mistake, you 
can always OOPS!) 
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iJ Enter text 

The procedure for adding text to a banner starts \\ ith 
selecting the crayon icon to access the Graphics Tools 
Menu. From there you can select one of fin' fonh. The 
fonts look like this: 

Small Serif 
Sma 11 Sans: Serif' 

Large Serif 
Large Sans Serif 
1Larllt <$ullHS'U 

\\;'hen you select a font and return to the work area. the 
cursor takes the shape of a box the size of the chosen font. 
Select the spot where you want the text to start. That puts 
you into text mode. ready to type. 

Ilere arc the rules of text entry in the banner: 

• The selection button or key is a toggle (on/oil) \\\ itch. 
It changes between text mode and cursor mode. The 
cursor mode allows you to move to the place where you 
want the text to begin: the text mode allows you to enter 
text. 

• The cursor moves one space to the right for each 
character you type. 

• If you reach the right-hand border of the work area, and 
continue to type, the text will wrap around to the next 
line. The left margin will be the same as the starting 
point of the text. 

• Pressing the lRETURN I key moves the cursor down to 
the next line, below the starting point. 

• You can correct a mistake by moving the cursor to the 
incorrect character and typing over it. 

The text mode works the same in the Photo Lab. At the 
Copy Desk, however. The Newsroom has a much more 
sophisticated text editor. 
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To save a banner is to store it on a data disk. You must do 
this if you intend to print the banner. 

It is not nece~sary to complete a hanner before saving it. 
You can save a work in progress. then later retrieve it anu 
finish working on it. Retrieving a banner is a process called 
loading and is explained on the following page. 

Never save a data file on the Master Program disk. Instead. 
a data disk must be used. The data disk must be inserted 
into either drive R or 9. depending on whether you have one 
or two drives. The Newsroom displays a message reminding 
you which drive to use. 

The most important thing to remember when selecting the 
disk on which to save a file is this: 

All the files comprising a page of a 
newspaper should be saved on the same 
disk. 

When you save a banner. The Newsroom requests a naille 
for the file. The name should help you remember the 
contents of the banner. A name can have up to eight 
characters. 

For more information about data disks and filenames. see 
Chapter 2. Getting Started. 

To save a banner. select the disk icon. then the save uption. 
From there. the exact procedure depends on whether you 
have one or two disk drives. Whatever choices you make. 
The Newsroom always provides clear instructions for how 
to proceed. At every step of the way. there is a Cancel 
option to allow you to get out of the save procedure and 
return to the Banner work area. 

This option is provided to make it easy to prepare a new 
data disk on which to save a file. When you select this 
option. the system initializes a disk just as if you had used 
the FORMAT command. 

11 Save the banner 

n 
Sal)8 banner 

Initializing a 
data disk 
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Loading a banner 

n 
Lc.ad bannet-

To load a banner is to bring into the work area a previously 
saved banner. You would load a banner to complete work 
on an unfinished banner. or (0 make changes (0 a banner. 

Like Save, the Load function i, staJ1ed by selecting the disk 
icon. Then, when you select the Load option. The 
Newsroom displays the names of the banners on the current 
disk. There is al,o an option for changing to a different 
disk. When you find the banner you wan I, select it. 

In order to keep the changes you make to an existing 
banner. you must save it again. You can keep both versions 
of the banner by saving the changed version under a new 
naille. or you can get rid of till' original version by 
assigning its name to the new version. 

Printing a banner If you are eager to see what a banner looks like on the 
printed page, then you may turn to Chapter 7, The Press, 

I and learn how to print a fill'. 

Summary In this chapter you have learned about banners, and a whole 
lot more, The skills you have gained in this chapter-the 
use of clip art and graphics tools and the save and load 
function,-are used in (lthn areas of The Newsroom. Here 
is a review of the information presented in this chapter: 

The han ncr is the area at the top of the first page of a 
newspaper where you put the newspaper name, the issue 
number and date, and the name of your organization. 

Clip art is a collection of ready-made illustrations, provided 
on :1 Newsroom Clip Art disk, that you can add to a banner. 

Graphic, tools enable you to modify clip art, to create your 
own artwork, and to add text to the banner. 

To save a banner is to store it on disk for later use, and to 
load a banner is to bring to the work area a previously saved 
banner so that you can make changes to it. 
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Chapter 4 
The Photo Lab 

PHOTO LAB 

In this chapter you will learn ... 

• What the Photo Lab is 
• How to recognize the Photo Lab icons 
• How to compose a photo using clip 

art and graphics tools 
• How to add a caption to a photo 
• How to take a snapshot 
• How to save and load photos 
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The Photo Lab Icons 

To se/cci WI iCOIl nu}\'e the armw lIext to it alld /)U'SS 

ICon/moe/orcj or the selectio/l hI/trOll Oil willr joystick, 

The clip art icon accesses The Newsroom's collection of 
artwork, You can select only one piece of clip art at a tiJl1e, 
but you can return to the Clip Art disk as often as you like. 
A photo may include as many as 30 pieces of clip art. 

The flip icon causes the specified piece of clip art to flip 
from left to right, producing a mirror image of the original. 
This icon appears only when there is clip art in the work 
area. 

The crayon icon al'Cesses the Graphics Tools Menu from 
which you can select a drawing pcn, pn:defined shapes, and 
fill patterns to enhance your photo, And if you make a 
mistake, you can select the eraser to correct it. The 
Graphics Tools Menu is also the place from which you 
select the font for a photo's caption. 

The magnifying glass icon enables you to I.oom in on 
a portion of the work area so that you can perfornl detai led 
editing on the clip art and graphics you've put in a photo, 

The OOPS icon cancels your most recent action in the 
work area. Thus, you can remove something added or 
restore something deleted, 

The garbage can icon clears the work area, Any work 
done on a photo since it was last saved, is lost. As a 
,afeguard against accidents, this icon lllllst be selected twice 
in succe,",sion before it takes effect. 

The camera icon is used to define the borders of a photo 
and to "take a snapshot." 

The disk icon is llsed to save the photo you've been 
working on, load into the work area a previously saved 
photo, or initialize a data disk, 

The MENU icon returns you to The Newsroom Picture 
Menu, If you have not saved your work, The Newsroom 
asks if you want to do so hefore you exit. 
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A photo is a picture that appears in the main body of a 
newspaper. Photos can be used to illustrate a story, or they 
can stand by themselves. 

As you can see from the illustration, a photo contains the 
same elements that are found in a banner--dip art, 
graphics, and text. Indeed, the process of creating a photo is 
almost the same as that of creating a banner. 

Banners and photos may be similar in the way that they are 
created, but they are not interchangeable. A banner cannot 
be used as a photo, and a photo cannot be put into a banner. 

Photos can be as small as you like, or they can be as large 
as a single panel. As with the Banner, the Photo Lab work 
area defines the amount of space you have to work with. 

A finished photo is placed into a panel at the Copy Desk. 
Then, as you type in a story, the words automatically wrap 
around the photo. A completed panel is "pasted down" on 
the page in the Layout area. A photo cannot be transferred 
directly from the Photo Lab to the Layout area: it must first 
be pasted down in the Copy Desk as part of a panel. 

The procedures for using clip art, graphics tools, and text 
are the same for photos as they are for banners. These 
procedures are explained in the Banner chapter and are not 
repeated in this chapter. If you have not completed the 
Banner chapter, you should do so before trying to learn 
about the Photo Lab. 

What is a photo? 
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Overview: How do 
you make a photo? 

Photo creation is a five step proeedurc. Steps I. 2. 3. and .'i 
are the same as Steps 1-4 of hanner creation. Only Step 4 
of photo creation. Take the Snapshot. is unique to The 
Photo Lab. The steps an:: 

o Put in clip art. 

o Modify the clip art or add artwork of your 
own. 

II Enter text. 

Text used to desnihe a photo is commonly referred to 
as a caption. So that it will always remain together 
with its photo. a caption should he added in the Photo 
Lah instead of in the COP) Desk. 

II Take the snapshot. 

In this ,tl'P. you define that part of the work ~lre~1 thdt 
:- uu \\,lIlt to include in the photo. Thi, i, cOillparable 
to eOll1posing a photo in a eamerd\ \ iL'\\findcr ,lIld 
then ciid,ing the shUtler. 

II Save the photo. 

Once you have finished neating thl' photo. Y()U Illlht 
store it on a data disk. This process is comparahle to 
developing your e\posed film into a photograph. 
Then. at thl' Copy Desk. you ean "paste down" the 
photo in a panel. 

While the creation procedure for hanners and photos is the 
Saille. there is one significant ditlerencl' hct\\een hanners 
dnd photos: 

The RannL'\" work area represents the banner of the printed 
nl'\vspaper-where you position things in the \vork are~1 is 
\\here they will appear on the actual hanner. The Photu I.ah 
work area. however. does not represent any part of thl' 
finished page of a newspaper. The way you arrange the 
elements of a photo in the Photo Lah work area detennines 
how the photo will look. but not where it will appear in a 
panel. You don't position a photo on the page until you get 
to the Copy Desk. 
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Tile fir.';t three ~tep, in the creation of a phuto are idelltical 
to the same steps uSl'd ill creating a hallner. Complete 
instructions appear in the Banller chapter. 

I t you are reading this chapter for the first time. take a 
moment now to put a piece of clip art into the work area. 
You'll need it to be ahle to learn how to take a snap,ho\. 

D Put in Clip art 

f) Modify clip art 

IJ Enter text 
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D Take the snapshot 

To take a snapshot is to define the part of the work area 
that you want to include in a photo. Immediately after 
tak ing a snapshot, you must save the photo. Follow 
these steps to take a snapshot: 

I. Select the camera icon. 

2. Move the cursor to the work area. The cursor takes the 
shape of a crosshair (+). Position the cursor in one 
corner of the area that you want to include in the 
photo. Select that position and move the cursor 
diagonally to an opposite comer. A box takes shape, 
just as if you were using the box feature from the 
Graphics Tools Menu. 

The box is used to "crop" the photo: that is, it defines 
that part of the work area that you want to be included 
in the photo. (The crop box does not appear when you 
print a photo: if you want a border around a photo, add 
one using the Box tool from the Graphics Tools Menu 
before you take the snapshot.) 

Whatever is inside the crop box will be included in the 
photo: whatever is outside it will not. By' positioning 
the hox just where you want it, you can leave out of 
your photo some of the artwork in the work area. or 
you can include some blank space. 

3. When the box encloses the part of the work area that 
you want in the photo. hit the selection button or key 
again. The cropped area will be inversed for a moment 
(appearing similar to a photographic negative), 
signifying that the snapshot has been taken. 

Move the cursor back to the icon area. The crop box 
continues to flash. reminding you that you have not 
yet saved the photo. If the cropped area is not to your 
liking. select the camera icon again. This cancels the 
first cropping and lets you start over. 

4. When you are happy with the area cropped, and the 
crop box is still flashing, select the disk icon to save 
the photo. If you were to select any other icon the 
snapshot would be lost and you would have to go back 
and crop the photo again. Remember, taking a 
snapshot does not save a photo to disk. 
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To save a photo is to store it on a data disk. You must do 
this if you intend to paste down the photo in a panel and 
print it. 

It is not necessary to complete a photo before saving it. 
You can save a work in progress. then later retrieve it and 
finish working on it. Retrieving a photo is a process called 
loading and is explained on the following page. 

Never save a data file on the Master Program disk. Instead, 
a data disk must be used. The data disk must be inserted 
into either drive 8 or 9. depending on whether you have one 
or two drives. The Newsroom displays a message reminding 
you which drive to use. 

The most important thing to remember when selecting the 
disk on which to save a file is this: 

All the files comprising a page of a 
newspaper should be saved on the same 
disk. 

When you save a photo. The Newsroom requests a name for 
the file. The name should help you remember the contents 
of the photo. A name can have up to eight characters. 

For more information about data disks and filenames. see 
, Chapter 2. Getting Started. 

To save a photo. select the disk icon. then the Save Panel 
option. From there. the exact procedure depends on whether 
you have one or two disk drives. Whatever choices you 
make. The Newsroom always provides clear instructions for 
how to proceed. At every step of the way. there is a Cancel 
option to allow you to get out of the save procedure and 
retul11 to the Photo Lab work area. 

This option is provided to make it easy to prepare a new 
data disk on which to save a file. When you select this 
option. the system initializes a disk just as if you had used 
the FORMAT command. 

The Photo Lab 
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Loading a photo 

n 
Load phot.o 

To load a photo is to bring into the work area a previousl) 
saved photo so that you can make ehallge, to it. As vou 
may remember from the Take thc Snapshot step. <I photo 
contains only what is in the part of the work are<l that you 
cnclose with the cropping: box. Whcn you load a saved 
photo. however. everything from the work <lrea is restored 
to the screen. III this way. The Newsroom en~lbles you to re
crop a photo ami include clements th<lt you had previously 
cropped out. 

To st~lrt the Load function. select the disk iCOll, then the 
I .()~Id option. Thc Newsroom displays thl' llal1les of the 
photos on the currellt di,k. There is ~tlso ~Ill Optioll to 
change to a different disk. When you find the photo you 
W~\Il\. select it. 

In ordcr to keep the changl's you JIl~lh' to an l'\isting photo, 
you I1lW,t first take a snap,hot of the new vlTsioll. You call 
thell keep both versions of the photo by saving the l'llCIllged 
version undcr a llCW name, or you Gill get rid of the origillal 
vcrsioll hv ~"signing its name to the nl'\\ VlTSiOIl. 

Summary Crl'ating a photo ill The Photo I.ab is siJlliiar to taking: a 
piL'lurc \\ ith a rcal camcra: 

• hrs\. you I1lUst complhe a photo. Using a camlTa. this 
JIll'ans finding ,ol11ething to take a piclllre of. In The 
Newsroom you usc clip art and graphics toob. 

• Nl'\\. you Illust crop the phot(). \Vith a re~tI C<ll1lcra, you 
look through the viewfindlT until you sec what you 
want, ilild thl'n click the shulllT. In The Ne\\snlom. you 
select the call1era icon and cre~lte a bo\ that encloses the 
part of the work area that you want to he in your photo. 

• After you have taken a snapshot with a camera you must 
devclop the film. either ill your OWIl darkrooJll or <It a 
COll1l11erciai photo proccssor. III The Newsroom all you 
do is select the disk icon alld save the photo. A big 
advantagc in The [\ew,nlOJll is th~lt if the photo doesn't 
turn out just right, you can change it. 

• After you have taken a snapsllOt amI sayed the photo. 
you can paste it down in a panel at the Copy Desk. 
Remcmber, a photo l11ust be put illto a panel beforc it 
call be printed on a ne\\spaper page. 
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Chapter 5 
The Copy Desk 

In this chapter you will learn ... 

• What the Copy Desk is 
• How to recognize the Copy Desk icons 
• What a panel is 
• How to put a photo into a panel 
• How to enter text 
• How to save and load a panel 
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Copy Desk Icons 

To select all icon mOl'c the armY!' next to it and press 
[Commodore} or the selectioll hllttOIl 011 your joystick. 

The font icon is used to select a style of type. The Copy 
Desk offers the same five fonts as the Graphics Tools Menu 
in the Banner and Photo Lab. 

The eraser icon removes all text from the work area. As a 
safety precaution, it must be selected twice in succession. 

The OOPS icon cancels your most recent action in the 
work area. Thus, you can remove something added or 
restore something deleted. 

The garbage can icon clears the work area of all text and 
photos. Any work done in the panel since it was last saved, 
is lost. As a safeguard against accidents, this icon must be 
selected twice in succession before it takes effect. 

The disk icon is used to save the panel you've heen 
working on. load into the work area a previously saved 
panel or photo, or initialize a data disk. 

The MENU icon returns you to The Newsroom Picture 
Menu. If you have made any additions or changes to your 
panel. The Newsroom asks if you want to save your work 
before you exit. 
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The Copy Desk is the area where photos are "pasted down" 
and where stories are typed in. 

The Copy Desk gets its name from the fact that. in 
newspaper lingo. written material is called "copy." In The 
Newsroom. however. "copy" is referred to as text. so as not 
to confuse it with the computer definition of copy, which is 
to duplicate something. 

A panel is the area in the Copy Desk into which you place 
previously saved photos and enter text. All panels on a 
printed page are the same size. Each page has 6, 8, or 10 
panels. depending on the length of the paper and the 
presence or absence of a banner. 

Banner Panel Panel 

Banner Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

81/2" x 11" 81/2"x 11" 81/2"x 14" 8112" x 14" 
letter size page letter size page legal size page legal size page 

with banner without banner with banner without banner 

The Copy Desk work area represents one panel. Each photo 
must be contained within a single panel. but a story may 
consume as many panels as you like. If you fill a panel 
with text before reaching the end of a story. you can save 
that panel and continue the story in another panel. 

Panels may be created in any order; it is not necessary to 
create them in the sequence in which you expect them to 
appear in a newspaper. It is in the Layout work area that 
you specify where to put each panel on a page. 

What is the 
Copy Desk? 

What is a panel? 
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Overview: How do 
you make a panel? 

When you include both text and a photo. creation of a panel 
is a three step procedure. However. a panel may consist 
entirely of a photo. or it lllay contain all text and no ph()to: 
in those cases. panel creation ta"es only two steps. 

I II Put in a photo. 

In this step you load a photo and drop it in the desired 
spot in the panel. If the spot you choose turns out 
poorly. it\ easy to position it again. ewn after you 
have entered text. 

fJ Enter text. 

The text editor in the Copy Desk is more powerful 
than the one used in the Hanner and Photo Lab. One 
extra feature is the easy editing of existing text: you 
can insert more text without deleting what you've 
already cntered. and you can move a hloek of text from 
one place to another anywhere in the panel. Another 
powerful feature is the automatic wrapping of text 
around a photo. If you move a photo after entering 
text. the tcxt repositions itself. 

Ell Save the panel. 

This step is identical to the save procedure in the 
Banner and Photo Lab areas. 

Details of these three steps appear on the following pages. 
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Putting in a photo is the recommended first step because 
having the photo in the panel lets you see how much room 
is left for text. A panel may contain as many photos as you 
can fit into it. To make usc of the most space possible, you 
should position a photo along the edges of a panel. 

The procedure for loading a photo into a panel that already 
has text is explained under "Rearranging photos and text." 

To load a photo, first select the disk icon. This icon also 
provides options for loading and saving panels. Select the 
Load photo option. Thc Newsroom will dispby the names 
of the photos on the current disk, as well as an option to 
change to a different disk. When you find the photo you 
want. scleet it. 

When you return to the \\ ork area. thl' cursor will be a box 
the size of the photo you arc going to load. Move the box 
to the location in the panel where you want it to appear. 
and drop it there. The outline box is replaced by an image 
of the photo, and the cursor becoll1es a hand. 

If you don't like the position of the photo. move the hand 
back onto the photo. Pick up the photo, move it. and drop 
it in a new location. 

If you decide that you don't want the photo in the panel 
after all. pick it up and move it out of the work area. 
Should you rc-decidc that you really do want the photo in 
the panel. the OOPS icon is standing by. 

I f the photo you load is so small as to be almost not there 
at all, it means that you did not usc the cropping box 
correctly when you took the snapshot. You will need to 
return to the Photo Lab and create the photo all over again. 

D Put in a photo 

Load the photo 

n 
Load phot.o 

Position the photo 
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fJ Enter text 

Select a font The same five fonts that you've used in the Banner and the 
Photo Lab arc also available in the Copy Desk. The fonts 
arc: 

Text editing 
functions 

!: Serif Sm.all 
Sans Serif SMall 

Serif 
Sa.ns Serif 
~n~lialJ 

Only one small font and one large font Illay be used in any 
given panel. In Illost cases. you'll want the headline to be 
in a large font and the body of the text to he in a small 
font. 

A quick and powerful feature of the Copy Desk is the 
ability to change the style (hut not the si/e) of text that has 
already been entered. For example. if you have entered some 
text in the small serif font, you can change it to small sans 
serif hy selecting that font. Likewise. any large font can he 
changed to any other large font. 

In addition to the font-changing feature. there are five major 
functions in the Copy Desk's text editor. You can: 

• Insert text for the first time 
• Add new text to existing text 
• Delete text one character at a time 
• Delete all the text in a panel 
• Delete. copy. and move blocks of text 

These functions are descrihed on the following pages. 
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The first step in entering text into a panel is to select the 
font you want to use. This is done with the font icon. 

Next, move into the work area and start typing. Unlike 
entering text in the Banner or Photo Lab areas, you do not 
need to select a starting point. As soon as you start typing, 
the cursor changes from a hand to a box the size of the 
selected font. The text automatically begins at the upper left 
corner of the area that is not occupied by a photo. 

As you type. the text wraps automatically from line to line. 
Do not use the [RETURN] key except when you want to 
add a space between lines. 

When you are finished entering text in a panel. or when you 
want to change from one font to another, move the cursor 
back to the icon area. 

The work area represents one panel on a printed newspaper 
page. Although you can work on only one panel at a time, 
a single story may consume as many panels as you want. 

If you fill a panel before finishing a story. first save the 
panel. (Assign it a name that will help you remember its 
proper sequence on the printed page.) Next. jot down the 
last sentence so that you can remember how to continue the 
story. Finally. clear the work area using the garbage can 
icon and start a new panel. 

If you want to indent or center a line of text, use the space 
bar to insert the desired number of spaces. 

To insert a blank line, such as between paragraphs, use the 
[RETURN J key. 

A word that is too long to fit in the space remaining on a 
line nonnally wraps around to the next line. Especially 
when you are working in a small area arollnd a photo, this 
can result in the loss of valuable space. However, you can 
make use of this space by breaking up a word with a 
hyphen (the unshifted key above the letter Pl. followed by a 
[RETURNJ. The first part of the word and the hyphen stay 
on the current line. and the rest of the word wraps around to 
the next line. 

Insert text for 
the first time 

FONT 
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Rearranging 
photos and text 

If you don't like the way that text fits inside a panel. you 
can move the photo. You can reposition a photo anywhere 
in a panel. even over the text you've entered. The text will 
rearrange itself accordingly. 

To move a photo after text has been entered. move the 
cursor off the text area so that it becomes a hamL and pick 
up the photo. The text disappears for the moment. and the 
cursor becollles a box the size of the photo. Finally, drop 
the box where you want the photo to be. Both the text and 
the photo reappear. 

When you move a photo, however. you may change thc 
amount of space available for text. and it's possible that 
part of the text will no longer fit inside the panel. If this 
happen.s, The Newsroom displays only as much of the text 
as can fit in the panel: the "overflow" is put temporarily in 
a storage location that you can't sec on the sereen. There arc 
three things you can do to remedy the situation: 

• Move the photo back to its original location, or to sOllle 
other location that enables the text to fit. As soon as 
you drop the photo in its new location. the text 
reformats itself. 

• Rewrite or delete part of the text to make the story fit in 
the space availctble. Sec thc sections on adding and 
deleting text for more infollllatioll. 

• Accept the panel as it is, and complete the story in a 
new panel. If you choose this option, you must first 
save the panel you're working on and then re-enter the 
overflow text in the new panel. 
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To insert additional text into the middle of some existing 
text. move the cursor to the point where you want the new 
text to begin and start typing. The cursor takes the box 
shape as soon as it movcs over the tcxt arl'a. As you enter 
new text. the existing te\! automaticall) reformats itself 
within the panel. 

To add new text at thc cnd of thc cxi.sting text, start typing 
when thc cursor is a haml. The nl'\\ tcxt \\ ill begin where 
the existing text left oil. III this case. you may want to start 
the new text with a vertical (i KETUKN j or horilOntal 
(space bar) space. 

As can happen when you move a photo, it's possible that 
when you add new text some of the existing text will no 
longer fit inside the panel. The same options discussed 
above apply to this situation. too. 

To delete one character. m()\e thc cursor onto that character 
and press the jINST/DFLI key. The character and the space 
it occupied arc removed. and thc rcmaining text repositions 
i tse I f. 

To delete all the text from a panel but save the photos. use 
the eraser icon. Before you resort to this tactic make sure 
you want to do it. because the OOPS icon cannot restore 
deleted text to a panel. 

To delete both text and photos, use the garbage can icon. 

The Copy Desk 

Add new text to 
existing text 

Delete text one 
character at a time 

Delete all the 
text in a panel 

@ 
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Delete, copy, or 
move a block 

A block of text is any part of the total text in a panel that 
you eannark for some specific purpose. A block includes 
beginning and ending points and all the characters in 
between. You can define a block of text and then move, 
delete, or duplicate it anywhere in a panel. 

To define a block, selcct the character at one end of the 
block. That character is inversed, meaning that it is 
displayed in reverse video. Next. move the cursor to the 
other end and select that character. too. Now. all the 
characters in the block are inversed. 

After you have defined a block: 

• To delete it. press IINST/DELI. 

• To copy it-to leave it where it is ul/d repeat it 
elsewhere-first press I CTRL-C I. Then, move the 
cursor to the new location and press I CTRL-WI. 

(To help you remembn which keys to use, think of 
ICTRL-CI as Co/niJlg the block, and ICTRL-WI as 
IhiliJlg the block in its new location. 

To put a copy of the block at the end of the existing: 
text. move the cursor out of the text area so that it 
becomes a hand. then press I CTRL-WI. 

• To move it (sometimes referred to as "cut and paste"), 
first delete it, then move the cursor to the desired 
location and press I CTRL-WI. 

To move a block to the end of the existing: text, move 
the cursor out of the text area so that it becomes a hand, 
then press I CTR L-WI. 

The Copy Desk remembers the block of text. so you can 
use OOPS to undo any block delete, copy, or move 
operation. 

I f. after defining: a block. you decide not to do anything: 
with it after aIL press I CTRL-C 1 to un-mark the block. 
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The save operation works the same for a panel as it does for 
a photo or banner. You can save a panel when you have 
completed it, or you can save a partially-done panel, then 
load it back into the work area when you are ready to finish 
it. 

Never save a data file on the Master Program disk. Instead, 
a data disk must be used. The data disk must be inserted 
into either drive 8 or 9, depending on whether you have one 
or two drives. The Newsroom displays a message reminding 
you which drive to use. 

The most important thing to remember when selecting the 
disk on which to save a file is this: 

All the files comprising a page of a 
newspaper should be saved on the same 
disk. 

When you save a panel, The Newsroom requests a name for 
the file. The name can be up to eight letters long and 
should help you remember the contents of the panel. 

For more information on data disks and filenames, see 
Chapter 2, Getting Started. 

To save a paneL select the disk icon, then the Save Panel 
option. From there, the exact procedure depends on whether 
you have one or two disk drives. Whatever choices you 
make, The Newsroom always provides clear instructions for 
how to proceed. At every step of the way, there is a Cancel 
option to allow you to get out of the save procedure and 
retum to the Copy Desk work area. 

This option is provided to make it easy to prepare a new 
data disk on which to save a file. When you select this 
option, the system initializes a disk just as if you had used 
the FORMAT command. 

The Copy Desk 

II Save the panel 

n 
Save panel 

Initializing a 
data disk 
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Loading a panel 

n 
Lo~d panel 

Like S:I\~, thl' Load function is started by selecting th~ disk 
icon. Thcn, whcn you select the Load option, The 
!\IC\\Snlum displays the names of the pancls rc~iding on the 
L'LllTl'nt disk. There is also an option to l'hangc to a differ~nt 
disk, When you find the panel you want, select it. 

In order to keep the changes you make to a panel, you must 
save it again, You can keep both versions of the panel by 
saving the changed version under a new name, or you can 
get rid of the original version hy assigning its name to the 
new version, 

Summary Thc Copy Desk is the Newsroom area in \\hich you 
position phot()~ and enter text for your nc\\ ,paper. 

/\ pculL'1 i, a segment of a page. The number of panels per 
page is h, X, or 10, depending on the length oj thl' page and 
till' presence or ahsence of a banner. 

Thc custom:lr) first step in composing a panel is to put in 
a photo. Positioning a photo along the border, oj a panel 
provides for the most ~fficient usc of space, 

As you enter text, the words wrap automatically around the 
photo. If. after entering text, you decidc to move the photo, 
the tcxt repositions itself. 

The Copy Desk has sophisticatcd tcxt editing features, You 
can delete a single character, a block of text, or an entire 
panel full of text at one tillle. In addition, you can copy a 
block of text and move it to another location within a 
panel. 

Ihc save operation stores the text yOU'Vl' l'ntered ane! till' 
name and location of the photo, You should storc a panel 
on the sallll' disk as its photo. 
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LA\'OUT 

In this chapter you will learn ... 

• The purpose of the Layout area 
• How to select a page style 
• How to layout banners and panels 
• How to save and load pages 

Chapter 6 
Layout 



What is the 
Layout area? 

Banner 

Panel Panel 

Panel Panel 

Panel Panel 

(optional) 

Overview: How do 
you layout a page? 

The Layout area is the place where you identify the banner 
and panels that you want to appear on a printed page. The 
process of creation-making banners and photos and 
writing stories-is now complete. and you are ready to 
begin the process of production. Layout is the first step in 
the production process. Only when you have finished laying 
out a page can you print it or send it over the wires. 

When you have completed laying out a page. you will have 
created a page layout file. A page layout file contains 
only the names of other data files. not the files themselves. 
It tells The Newsroom which banner and panels to print on 
a page. and where to print them. The diagram in the margin 
shows how the various data files combine to form a page 
layout. 

You should save the page layout file on the same 
disk as its component files. Keeping everything on the 
same disk will save you from swapping disks or searching 
for fi les at print time. 

Page layout is a three step procedure. Once you've learned 
how. it takes only a couple of minutes. The steps are: 

n Select a page format. 

Here. you select one of the options as illustrated in the 
margin. 

IFIldentify the files you want on the page. 

The Newsroom displays the page format you've 
selected. You specify which files to put into the banner 
and/or panel areas. 

D Save the layout. 

As always. you must make a permanent record of your 
work. In Layout, however, it is especially important 
to save all related files on the same data disk. Should 
your banner. photos. and panels start out on different 
disks, the Layout save option provides an easy 
procedure for storing them all together. 
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D Select a page format 

When you select I,ayout from the Picture Menu, The 
Newsroom presents this list of options: 

• Layout a page with a banner 
• Layout a page without a banner 
• Load page from di sk 

• Menu 

Select one of the first two options to layout a new page. 
The Newsroom asks if you want to layout a page that is 
8 1/2 x II inches or one that is 8 1/2 x 14 inches. Select 
the size of page you want to work with. An outline of the 
page format appears on the screen. 

Banner Panel Panel 

Banner Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel 

8112" x 11" 8 1/2" x 11" 8 1/2"x 14" 81/2"x 14" 
letter size page letter size page legal size page legal size page 

with banner without banner with banner without banner 

If you want to make changes to a previously saved page 
layout, select the Load page from disk option. The 
Newsroom displays a list of the page layout files on the 
current disk, and also gives you the option of changing to a 
different disk. When you select a file, the page layout is 
displayed. 

If you want to return to the Picture Menu, select the Menu 
option. 
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f) Select the files you want on the page 

Select an area \lo\[: the cursor to the banner or a panel into which you 
want to put a filL'. When the desired area is hlinh.ing. press 
the selL'ction hutton or key. The ,"ell sro(llll fills the area 
with the nan1l'S of the file,s on the data dish. that Gin he laid 
out in tlwt area -banner filen~lllle,s in thl' hanner area. panel 
filenallles in the p~inels. 

NOlI': PIIOIOS Cill/l/ol he {/"(/I/.I/i'IFCt/ di,.cc/h Fil/ll {Ill' Plw{o 
Lllh III II Iwge 111\"0111; Ihe\" /lIIISI/i,.SI he 101lilcd illio 0 POIle! 
ill Ihe COl'r f)('.II. 

Select a file If there arc nHlre filenames than L'an he displayed in the 
hannLT or panel. you can scroll up and down until you find 
the onl' yuu want. The Ne\\ sroOIl1 aLso prmides the 
following options: 

• Canrel. il you decidL' not to "L'kL't ~I Iile after all. 

• CleaL sill1ilar to Canccl. TIll' difkrl'nce is that. if you 
have already selected a file for :tn ~lrL'a. IOU L'an remove it 
hy "electing the Clear option. 

• :'Iiew Disk. selected if you don't find the lile you're 
looh.ing lor. Turn over the UIlTent data disk or insert a 
nl'll onl' and resullle your sl'~lrch. 

\Vhl'n you limi the Ii len~lIne you II ant. sekct it. That naml' 
~i1unl' will he displayed in thl' ~Irca. Rl'!ll';lt till' process for 
the othL'r areas. 

II you do not assign a fik to an arl'a. th~lt ;Irea will appe~lr 
hlanh. on the printed page, 

If you assign the wrong file to an 'Irea . .lust "elect that arl'a 
again and pich. out the fi Ie you want. 
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When all the filenal11es are in place. you are ready to save 
the page layout file. 

The Layout save operation differs from those in the other 
departments in that it gives you the option of saving files 
from different data disks onto a single data disk. This option 
is provided to make sure that you save the page layout file 
and the page's hanner, photo. and panel files to the same 
disk. 

Select the Save hox at the bottom of the screen to stm1 the 

II Save the layout 

save operation. I Menu I 
If you want to cancel your work and return to the Picture 
Menu, select the Menu box. II Sa''!e I 

When you select the Save box. The Newsroom requests Save options 
infonnation on where to save the file and what to name it. 
These steps are the same as they are in the Banner. Photo 
Lah. ami Copy Desk areas. When you have provided that 
infollll<ltion, The Newsroom provides a final set of options 
to help organize the files comprising the page. The options 
are: 

• Save page layout file to the same disk. 

Select this option when all the files that make up the 
page are already on the current disk. The Newsroom will 
save the page layout file to the current disk . 

• Create a new page data disk. 

This option makes it easy 10 copy data files from two or 
more sourccs to a single data disk. Select this option if 
you used more than one disk to retrieve the files that 
comprise the page layout. This option is also useful for 
making a hackup copy of your data disk. 

The Newsroom will save the page layout file alld copy 
all its component files to the disk in the disk drive. 
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When you select the Create a new page data disk option, it's 
possible that one or more files on the source (copy from) 
disk will have the same names as files on the target (copy 
to) disk. The Create a new page data disk procedure will ask 
if you want to replace all, some, or none of the files on 
the target disk. 

• Select all if you want the files on the source disk to 
replace all files on the target disk that have the same 
names. 

• Select some if you want to keep some of the files on 
the target disk and replace others. The Newsroom 
prompts you for a decision on each filename that appears 
on both disks. 

• Select none if you want to keep the files that are on the 
target disk. The files of the same name on the source 
disk will not be copied to the target disk. 

Summary Layout is a process of identifying the names of the banner 
and panel files that you want to appear on a printed page. 
Pages may be laid out with or without a banner. and on 
letter- or legal-sized paper. 

When saving your work. it is important that the page 
layout file and its component banner. photos. and panels all 
be stored on the same disk. 
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In this chapter you will learn ... 

• What The Press is 
• How to set up your printer to use 

The Press 
• How to print a page, a panel, a photo, 

and a banner 
• What to do if your printer doesn't work 

Chapter 7 
The Press 



What is The Press? 

Overview: How do 
you print a file? 

The Press is the area from which you instruct The 
Newsroom to print out a finished page. You may also use 
The Press to print an individual banner. photo. or paneL 

Using The Press could not be simpler. The fir\! time YOLI 

lise it. it's a three step procedure. After that. there arc oilly 
two things you have to do. Here's an o\erview of the steps: 

II Specify the type of printer you are 
using. 

The Newsroom Press works with many different dot
matrix printcrs. Once you have specified what type of 
printer you have. you won't need to do so again unless 
you change printers. 

II Align the paper in your printer. 

The Newsroolll starts printing as soon as YllU t'ive the 
orders: it" up to you to make sure the paper IS 

positioned where you want it. 

DI Select the file to print. 

That's all there is to it. Each of the steps is explained in 
detail on the following pages. 
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D Specify your type of printer 

I. Insert the Master Program side of The Newsroom 
program disk into the disk drive. 

2. Select The Press from the Picture Mellu. 

The Newsroom displays a ~creen of printing options. 
At the top of the screen i.s a description of the default 
printer setup. 

If the printer setup eli.splayed is the same as your 
printer, you're all set. Proceed t() the Align Paper step 
on the following page. 

If the printer setup displayed is /lot the same as your 
printer, select the Change setup option. 

3. The Newsroom shows an alphabetical list of all the 
printers that can be used with The Newsroom. Scroll 
through the list until you find your printer. then select 
it. 

If your printer re4uires an interface card. a list of cards 
will appear. Scroll through the li.st amI ,elect the 
appropriate card. Next. the Line h~eel menu appears. 
Refer to the interface card User's Manual for the correct 
selection. 

Change setl.lp 
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fJ Align the paper in your printer 

When you select a file, The Newsroom starts printing 
wherever the print head is positioned at the time, and it 
stops as soon as it is done. The Newsroom docs not 
petil)1ll1 a line feed when it starts to print a file, nor docs it 
do a fonn feed when it is done. 

This method of printer control enables you to do many 
things that would be impossible if The Newsroom always 
started printing at the top of a page. For example, the lack 
of an automatic fonn feed allows you to print several 
banners on a single piece of paper. After printing one 
banner, you can advance the paper an inch or two by hand, 
then print again. 
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m Select the file to print 

The screen indicates that you may print a page, a banner, a 
panel, or a photo. The procedure is the same for all four 
types of files. 

Select the type of file you want to print. The Newsroom 
displays a list of the files. and tVdl other options: 

• Cancel. if you decide not to print a file after all. 

• New Disk, selected if you don't find the fi Ie you're 
looking for. Turn over the current data disk or insert a 
different one and resume your search. 

When you find the filename you want. select it. The 
Newsroom reminds you to make sure that you have the 
right kind of paper in the printer. When you're set to go. 
select the OK box. The Newsroom sends the file to the 
printer. and after a rev.' seconds, the printing starts. (The 
width and quality of the printed material may vary slightly 
from one printer to another.) 

If something goes wrong during the printing. press [Esc I to 
stop the printer. 

NOll': When printing a/i/c, Fhe Ne~n/"()()111 scls lip HiliI' 
printer/iii' graphics priming. Be/ill'(' rOll print/i/e.1 ji'mn 
I/I/Olher soj'rware applicalion. Wi/I nllisl reslore Ihe prilllcr's 
normal prillling moe/c. The casicsi war Iii do Ihis is 10 111m 

rOllr primer olland /Jack on again. 
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Problem solving If your printer fails to print the file, ehancc, arl' that you 
cntered ,omc incorrect information during the ,ctup ProCl'SS, 

Turn your printer off and back on again, then go hack 10 thc 
Change ~etup option and try again. If thl' file still \\ OIl'I 

print, there may hc something \\ rung with your printer. 
Examine your printer and make sure that: 

• The power cords are plugged in. 
• The printer cable is connccted to thl' correct drive. (With 

the C -12X, the printer cable connech with the 
computer. ) 

• The interface cable i, connccted to the correct drive and 
the printer. 

• Till' printer i, tUnled on. 
• The printer is oll-lillc. 
• Thc printd, dip switches arc sct propnl), 
• Till' prinlL'!\ removable top (if allY) i, in place, 
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WIRE SERUICE 

~ 

In this chapter you will learn ... 

• What the Wire Service is 
• What you need to use the Wire 

Service 
• How to send and receive files 
• What to do if something goes wrong 

Chapter 8 
The Wire Service 



What is the 
Wire Service? 

What do you 
need to operate 

the Wire Service? 

The Wire Service allows you to send and receive pages, 
banners, photos, and panels over standard telephone lines. 
With this feature. users at different locations can transmit 
their work to each other quickly and reliably. All you need 
is a modem; no additional software is required. 

There are many uses for the Wire Service. For example, 
newspaper staff members at several different locations can 
send their articles and photographs to an editor for 
polishing. Finished pages can be sent to the Newsroom 
user who has the best printer. Time~sensitive material can 
be distributed almost instantly acrms town or anywhere. 

To operate the Wire Service, both the sender and receiver of 
Newsroom files must have a modem and The Newsroom 
software. (The Newsroom can accommodate most manual 
modems, most Hayes~compatible modems, the Commodore 
VIC modem, and the Commodore 1670 modem.) 
Surprisingly, however. sender and receiver need not have the 
same type of computer. The Wire Service bridges the gap 
between otherwise incompatihle computers: It allows for 
the transmission of Newsroom files between Commodore, 
Apple and IBM computers. 

For example, a photo created on an Apple lie could he sent 
to The Newsroom on an IBM Pc. where it could he added 
to some text in a panel. The IBM PC could then send the 
panel to a Commodore 64 for incoqxlnllion into a page. 
Finally, the Commodore could send the page to a PC AT 
for final editing and printing. In every instance, regardless 
of the type of computer, the text and photos would look 
exactly the same. The Newsroom is a perfect translator. 

IBM~Apple 

~~o~~ 
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I. First. sender and receiver must make a preparatory 
phone call to make sure both are ready for the 
transmission and have set the modems at 300 baud. 

2. Roth sender and receiver must select The Wire Service 
from The Newsroom Picture Menu. 

3. The screen at both sites displays the cun·ent modem 
setup and the (ollm\ ing options: 

• Change the mlllkm setup 
• Receive data 
• Send data 

• Menu 

Are the modcms at both sites set at 300 baud'? If not 
sekct the Changc modem setup option and make the 
necessat") adjustments. Follow carefully the 
instructions on the screen. 

·L After the preparatory phone calL the sender should wait 
for a minute or tVvo to make sure the receiver is ready 
to go, then place the "modem" phone call. 

The Wire Service will display a set of easy-to-follow 
instructions. It will tell you Vvhen to dial or answer the 
phone, when the transmission is in progress, and when 
the transmission has been comp!ctl'd. It's as simple as 
that. 

Sending and 
receiving files 
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Problem solving If something goes wrong. The Wire Seniee will cut off the 
transmission and display a message to that effect on the 
screen. 

There are many possible explanations for a broken 
transmission: a phone accidentally disconnected, an 
incoming call on a two-line system, a poor connection, and 
so on. I f the problem is apparenL fix it and start over. 

If files arc being transmitted to a non-Coml11odore 
computeI', it's possible that one of the l1lodems has been set 
to a baud rate other than 300. Make sure that both modems 
are set to 300 baud. then try again. 

Summary I Thc Wire Service is a Ncwsrool1l cxclusivc that lets you 
.. scnd and receive files between IBM. Apple, and COJllmodore 

computers. Any two people \\110 have Thl' Newsroom, a 
tclephone, and a modem can scnd Ne\\ sroom files to each 
other. 
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In the Tutorial you will learn ... 

• How to create a banner 
• How to compose a photo and take a 

snapshot 
• How to enter photos and text into a 

panel 
• How to layout a page 
• How to print a newspaper page 

The Tutorial 



The.Larson~ 
FamIly ~ ... ~ __ 
Times ~ , 

July 8~ 1988 

Coach 
Larson 
Wants All 
Family 
Members to 
Get in 
Shape 

Coach Larson (a.k.a. Dad) has Issued 
an uitilllatu... Get In shape, or else' 

~fd5 i~J·:~~~Uahi :;J j~~gi~~ty~~ up 
two IIIlles. 

r~~h1s yhd~ii~~i~ d:~i:o:ct to play 

To .. figures he already gets enough 
exercise on his newspaper route and 
by playing on the neighborhood 
baseball tea ... 

And 1I0a elai .. s that she. t.oo. is 
f;::W~iIPmm~y of iron at her job at 

Look for the entire Larson family at 
the 1988 Oiy.pies. 

~~~ 

The Ne"" House is Ready 
After years of planning and aonths 
of construction. Our drea .. house is 
finally co .. plet". We'll be paekin9 our 
bags as soon as the pups are weaned. 

Kenya Expecfition, 
a Grand Success 

Our recent trip to Africa was one 
we'll never fOrget. 

Our '1oal was to see as aany kinds of 
wildhfe as we could in two weeks. and 
we were successful beyond our 
wildest dreams. 

In Nairobi Park alone. we saw lions. 
giraffes. hyenasj zebras. and even a 
pair of rhinos. n all. we saw 47 
kinds of .. a .... als and an untold 
nuaber of birds. 

When you have completed the Tutorial, you will have created and printed a newspaper 
that looks like this. 

Note: In addition, there will be a solid line under the banner and an extra line space 
after each panel. 



The Tutorial is intended to reinforce what you have learned I Introduction 
in the earlier chapters of this manual. Brief instructions are 
provided to remind you of the steps involved in the creation 
of a newspaper. By the time you finish the Tutorial you 
will have gone through the entire process of creating and 
producing a complete, one-page newspaper, and you should 
be well prepared to start work on your own newspaper. 

The Tutorial is divided into five exercises, one each for the 
Banner, Photo Lab, Copy Desk, Layout, and Press areas. 
Sample parts of a newspaper arc pictured, and written 
instructions guide you through the steps of recreating each 
sample. Don't worry if your re-creations are not identical to 
the samples; reasonable likenesses are perfectly alright. 

If you are the adventurous type, especially one who has had 
previous experience with computers, you can use the 
Tutorial as an introduction to The Newsroom. A period of 
trial and error will lead to satisfactory results. Even if you 
do succeed in learning Newsroom basics through the 
Tutorial, however. it would still be a good idea to page 
through the rest of the manual. The Newsroom is indeed 
easy to leam, but it also has many sophisticated features 
that are discovered most easily by reading about them. 

If you have not done so already, read the Introduction to this Getting started 
manual; it provides information on how to use The 
Newsroom's cursor and selection key. 

Next, start The Newsroom. Tum on the disk drive. insert 
The Newsroom Master Program disk (Disk I, side I) into 
the dri ve and close the door. Tum on the computer and 
monitor. The screen will display the Picture Menu. 

You are ready to go. Tum the page, and start the Tutorial. If 
you run into trouble, tum to the page number listed in 
parentheses next to the instructions for most steps. 
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Exercise 1: The Banner 

~ 

l··~ -~""'-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil. 
The Larson ~ 
Family ~ 
Times 

July 8 1988 

Large Fonts 
SERIF 

70 

I At the completion of this exercise, you will have created 
and saved a banner that looks like the one to the left. For 
infonmltion on specific steps. refer to the page numbers 
shown in parentheses. 

I. Select The Banner from the Picture Menu. (5) 

If you are using the keyboard and not a joystick, 
use the [Select] key as the selection key. 

2. Insert side I of the Clip Art disk (Disk 2) into a disk 
drive. 

3. Get the "sleeping cat" piece of clip art. (20) 

a. Select the clip art icon. From the list of clip art 
pagcs. select the page named "Cats \." 

b. Move the cursor to the page and pick up the cat. 

4. Position the cat in the banner. (21) 

a. Move the cat to its place and drop it there. You 
can use [control-S] to toggle between large and 
small cursor movement. 

b. Return to the icon area. Disregard the second 
image of the piece of clip art that appears; it's 
there to give you the option of putting two 
copies of the same piece of art into the banner. 

5. Insert the text. (28) 

a. Select the crayon icon, which displays the 
Graphics Tools Menu. 

b. Select the large serif font, then the Exit hox to 
return to the banner. 

c. Put the cursor in the upper left comer of the work 
area and select that as the insertion point. Then 
type: 

The Tutorial 

[return] 
[Space] The Larson [return] 
[Space 1 Family [return] 
[Space J Times 



d. Press the selection button or key to mark the 
completion of text entry. then return to the icon 
area. 

e. Select the crayon icon again, change to the small 
serif font, and enter the date. 

6. Put a box around the banner. (25) 

a. Select the box and the second smallest pen si.re 
from the Graphics Tools Menu. Then select the 
Exit box. 

b. Move into the work area. The cursor will take the 
shape of a small square, representing the size of 
the pen. Move the cursor above and to the left of 
the T in The, and select that as the starting point 
of the box. 

c. Move the cursor down and to the right; a box 
takes shape. When the box surrounds the banner, 
select again. If you can't make the box surround 
the banner. move the cursor to the icon area, then 
back into the work area and try again. 

7. Save the banner. (29) 

a. Select the disk icon, then the save option. 

b. Insert a data disk into drive B (two drive systems) 
or drive A. 

c. Assign the name LARSON to the banner. 

S. ({cturn to the Picture Menu by selecting the MENU 
Icon. 
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Times ~ 

July 8, 1988 

July 8, 1988 

The.Larson~ 
Family,;,"" 
Times ~. 

July 8, 1988 

n 
MENU 
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Exercise 2: The Photo Lab 

[I] 

At the completion of this exercise, you will have created 
and ~aved the four photos that will appear in the sample 
newspaper. The first one is shown to the left: the other~ 
aprear on the following pages. For information on ~pecific 
~teps. refer to the page numbers shown in parentheses. 

I. Select The Photo Lab from the Picture Menu. (5) 

} Insert side 2 of the Clip Art disk into a disk drive. 

J. Get the "weight lifter" piece of clip art. (20) 

a. Select the clip art icon. From the li~t of clip art 
rages. select the page named "Srorts 2." 

You'll have to move the cursor to the bottom of 
the scrcen and keep moving it down through the 
I ist of page names. 

h. Move the cursor to the rage and pick up the 
weight lifter. 

4. Po,ition the weight I ifler in the work area. (21 ) 

a. Move the weight lifter so that he fits in~ide the 
\\ ork area and drop him there. Exact placemcnt 
\\ ithin the work arca i~ not imrortant: the photo 
will be p()~itioned at the Copy Desk. 

b. Return to the icon area. 
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5. Take the snapshot. (36) 

a. Select the camera icon and move into the work 
area. Notice that the cursor takes the shape of a 
crosshair. 

b. Position the crosshair just above and to the left of 
the weight lifter and select that spot. 

c. Move the crosshair down and to the right of the 
weight lifter. Notice a box taking shape. When 
the box encloses the weight lifter, select again. 
The hoxed area is inversed for a moment (like the 
negati ve of a photograph), indicating that the 
snapshot has been taken. 

If you can't make the box enclose the weight 
lifter, move the cursor out to the icon area, then 
back into the work area and try again. 

d. Return to the icon area. The cropping hox 
continues to flash. reminding you that you have 
not yet saved the photo. 

6. Save the photo. (37) 

a. Select the disk icon. then the Save option. 

b. Insert the data disk on which you saved the 
"Larson" banner. 

c. Assign the name COACH to the photo. 

7. Repeat the entire process for the other photos. First, 
clear the work area by selecting the garbage can icon. 
As a precaution against accidents, the garbage can icon 
must he selected twice in succession before it takes 
effect. 

Suggestions for composing each of the three 
remaining photos appear on the following pages. 

II 
Sa'.Je photo 

-.a-

11D1' 
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Suggestions for the "My Three Pups" photo: 

• The piece of clip art is on the page named "Dogs I". 
which is on side I of the disk. You may have to 
move the cursor to the bottom of the screen and scroll 
through the I ist of page names. 

• Drop (sclect) the first pup near the right edge of the 
work area. Then. as you move the cursor toward the 
icon area. a second copy of the pup will appear. Drop 
the second pup next to the first. and repeat the process 
for the third pup. Then. return to the icon area. 

• Select the magnifying glass icon (27) to make the 
middle pup's tail black. 

When you move into the work area. the cursor takes 
the shape of a small rectangle. Move the rectangle over 
the pup's tail and select that spot. The screen display 
change~ to show the individual pixels in the area 
enclosed by the rectangle. The cursor is indicated by 
the llashing pixel. A small box at the bottom of the 
screen shows the part of the work area that is being 
magnified. 

Change the pixels in the pup's tail to black by 
selecting each one. When you're done. select the Exit 
box at the bottom of the screen. If you make a mistake 
and want to start over, select the Cancel box. 

• Take the snapshot (using the camera icon), then save 
the photo (using the disk icon). Assign the name 
PUPS to the photo. 

• Clear the work area by selecting the garbage can icon. 
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Suggestions for the "We're Moving" photo: 

• The piece of clip art is on the page named 
"Workers 3", on side 2. 

• Select the large sans serif font from the Graphics 
Tools Menu for the caption. When entering text, you 
must select both the starting point and the ending 
point. 

• Take the snapshot (using the camera icon), then save 
the photo (using the disk icon). Assign the name 
MOVING to the photo. 

• Clear the work area by selecting the garbage can icon. 
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Suggestions for the "Kenya" photo: 

• The map of Africa is on the clip art page named 
"Maps 3" (side I). Position the Illap to the right of 
center so that there will be room for the giraffe on the 
left and the caption on the right. 

• The giraffe is on the page named "Beasb 7" (side I). 
When you first drop it in the work area, it will overlap 
the map a little bit. That will be corrected in the next 
step. 

• To Illake the giraffe face toward the map, select the flip 
icon. Move into the work area and select the giraffe. It 
will flip. Now pick up the giraffe again and reposition 
it. 

• If you have trouble fitting in both pieces of clip art 
and the caption, select the hand from the Graphics 
Tools Menu and reposition the map or the giraffe. 

• Use the small serif font for the caption "Kenya." 

• Use the solid fill pattern frolll the Graphics Tools 
Menu to fill in Kenya on the map. 

When you move the cursor into the work area, it takes 
the shape of a crosshair. Put the crosshair into Kenya 
and select. 

• When taking the snapshot. make sure that the box 
encloses the giraffe, the map, and the caption. The box 
will have nearly the same outline as the borders of the 
work area. 

• Save the photo (using the disk icon) when you're done. 
Assign the name KENYA. 

This is the last photo. When you're done, return to the 
Picture Menu by selecting the MENU icon. 
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Exercise 3: The Copy Desk 

At the completion of this exercise, you will havc created 
and saved the six panels comprising the sample newspaper. 
The first panel is shown below: the others appear on 
following pages. For information on specific steps, refer to 
the page numbers shown in parentheses. 

I. Select The Copy Dcsk from the Picture Menu. (5) 

2. Position the "Coach" photo in the work area. (43) 

a. Select the disk icon, then the Load photo option. 

b. If it isn't there already. insert your data disk in the 
proper disk drive. 

c. From the list of photo names, select COACH. 

d. Move the outline of the photo to the top left 
comer of the work area, called a "panel" in the 
Copy Desk. Select that spot for the photo. The 
outline box is replace by the photo. 

3. Enter the headline. (44-45) 

a. Select the FONT icon. From the list of fonts. 
seleet large sans serif. 

b. Move into the work area. At the Copy Desk, you 
do not select a starting point for the text: that's 
done for you automatically. 

n 
Load photo 
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c. Start typing. The text will start at the top left 
area of the panel that is not occupied by the 
photo. Keep these points in mind: 

You do not need to press [return] at the end of 
each line. The words will "wrap" automatically 
from line to line. 

To make a correction by deleting a character, 
move the cursor to that character and 
press [delete]. 

To make a correction hy inserting a character. 
move to the desired point of insertion and enter 
the correct character(s). 

d. When you have finished entering the text, move 
the cursor hack to the C in Coach and press 
[return] twice. This will add blank lines at the 
heginning of the text and center the headline in 
the panel. 

4. Save the panel. (49) 

a. Select the disk icon, then the Save panel option. 

h. Make slIre your data disk is in the proper disk 
drive. 

c. Assign the name PANEL! to the panel. 

). Clear the work area by selecting the garhage can icon 
twice in slleeession. 

6. Rcpeat the process for the other panels. Suggestions 
for creation of each panel appear on the following 
pages. 
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Coach Larson (a.k.a. Dad) has issued 
an ultiaatua. Get in shape, or else' 

Dad is leading the llay by !letting up 
at 5 Alt everyday and joggIng for 
bro ailes. 

Betty and Sue have decided to play 
tennis three tiaes a lleek. 

Toa fi.!JUreS he already gets enough 
exel'Cl~ on his neMspaPl:l' route and 
by plaYIng on the neighborhood 
baseball tea.. 

And ltoa claias that she, too, is 
fl::~IP~m.ty of iron at her job at 

Look for the entire Larson faaily at 
the 1988 Olyapics. 

Suggestions for entering text in this panel: 

• Select the FONT icon. then the small serif font. 

• Move the cursor anywhere into the panel and start 
typing. The tex t wi \I start at the top left of the panel. 

• You do not need to press [return] at the end of each line. 
The words will wrap automatically from line to line. Do 
press [return] twice to conclude one paragraph and start 
the next. 

• To make a correction by deleting a character, move the 
cursor to that character and press [ delete]. 

• To make a correction by insel1ing a character. move to 
the desired point of insertion and enter the COITect 
character(s). 

• When you are done, save the panel. Assign the name 
PANEL2. Then. clear the work area to make way for 
the nex t panel. 
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~~~ 
Myl1ree~ 

Our two-year-old cocker spaniel 
Cinn~on hi\d her first litter of 
PUPPles on June 12-

The kennel where we .bo!T:!ht 
ChmUlon proVided a 'i1 ~ate for 
her. and tbe ~pjes ady look 
lik~ they uA'ilr be rh~Pions like their 
.other. ..ant one'r call us! 

Suggestions for the "Pups" panel: 

• First. load the photo named PUPS. Position the photo 
at the top of the panel. 

• Second, select the large sans serif font and enter the 
headline. Use [space] to center the text beneath the 
photo. 

• Third. move the cursor back to the icon area and select 
the small serif font. Move back to the work area beneath 
the headline and press [return] twice. This will position 
the story below the headline. 

• When you're done. save the panel under the name 
P ANEL3 and clear the work area. 
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The NeH House is Ready 

Suggestions for the "Moving" panel: 

• First, load the photo named MOVING. Position the 
photo at the bottom of the panel. 

• Second, select the large sans serif font and enter the 
headline. 

• Third, move the cursor back to the icon area and select 
the small serif font. Move back to the work area beneath 
the headline and press [return] twice. This will position 
the story below the headline. 

• When you're done, save the panel under the name 
PANEL4 and clear the work area. 
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KenYa EXPedtion. 
a Grand Success 

Our recent trip to Africa Has one 
we'l never forget. 

Our goal Has to see as _any kinds of 
wildlife as He could in tHO Heeks, and 
He Here successful beyond our 
Hildest dr-eaJls. 

In Nairobi Park alone. He saH lions. 
giraffes. hyenas, zebras, and e~en a 
&air of rhinos. In all. He saH 41 
n~:.6e~J~~~ and an untold 

lile look forHard to having a big 
neighborhood slideshoH soon. 

• There is no photo in this panel. All you have to enter 
are the headline and the story. 

• When you're done, save the panel under the name 
PANELS and clear the work area. 

• There is no story in this panel. All you have to do is 
load and position the KENYA photo. A photo cannot 
appear in a newspaper until it is first loaded into a 
panel. 

You may not see the box outline when you return to 
the work area. That is because the box outline is 
nearly the same size as the work area. When you press 
the selection button or key, the photo will appear. 

• When you're done, save the panel under the name 
P ANEL6 and return to the Picture Menu by selecting 
the MENU icon. 
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Exercise 4: The Layout 

At the completion of this exercise, you will have created 
and saved the page layout, which specifies the banner and 
panels that you want to appear on a printed page. For 
information on specific steps, refer to the page numbers 
shown in parentheses. 
I. Select the Layout area from the Picture Menu. (5) 

2. From the list of options, select Layout page with 
banner. 

3. From the next list of options, select 8 1/2 x II paper. 

4. If it isn't there already, insert your data disk in the 
proper disk drive. 

5. Enter the banner and panel filenames into the proper 
areas. (54) 

a. The screen will display a work are!! showing a 
banner area and six panel areas. The banner area 
should be blinking. Select the banner area. 

b. The banner area will display the LARSON 
filename and a couple of other options. Select 
LARSON. 

c. Select each of the panel areas, then select the 
proper filenames as shown to the left. 

6. Save the layout. (55) 

a. Select the Save box. 

b. Assign the filename TUTOR to the page. 

c. From the list of options, select Save page layout 
file to same data disk. 

7. Return to the Picture Menu by selecting the Menu 
option. 
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Exercise 5: The Press 

I 
The . Larson~l 
Family ,~ 
Times ~ 

July 8, 1988 I 

At the completion of this exercise, you will have printed 
the sample newspaper. Before you start. make sure that 
your printer is turned on and on-line. 

I. Select the Press from the Picture Menu. 

2. From the list of options, select Print page if the name 
of your printer is displayed at the top of the screen. 

If the name of your printer is not displayed, select the 
Change setup option. Then. scroll through the list and 
select your printer. 

3. If it isn't there already, insert your data disk in the 
proper disk drive. 

4. From the list of options, select the TUTOR filename. 

5. Make sure that you have paper in the printer and that it 
is aligned at the top of form. Select the OK box. 

The printing will start almost right away and will take 
about three minutes to complete. 

6. When the printing is done, take your printer off line 
and do a form feed. 

When you are finished printing in The Newsroom and 
want to print from another software program, tum 
your printer ofT and back on again. This will restore 
your printer's default settings. 

7. Return to the Picture Menu by selecting Menu from 
the Ii ,t of options. 

If you notice any major problems with your printout. 
you Illay wish to return to the Tutorial or to the 
appropriate chapter for assistance. 

8. Exit from the Newsroom by selecting EXIT frolll the 
menu. 
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Creative and Organizational Tips 

The more you work with The Newsroom, the more you'll 
learn about what it can do. The following tips may give 
you a head start in producing unique and attractive 
publ ications. 

Before you start work in The Newsroom, it's a good idea to 
fully organize your thoughts concerning the content and 
visual design of your publication. Planning ahead will 
make the creation process quicker, easier, and more 
enjoyable. Consider these points: 

• Who will be reading your publication? What are their 
interests'? What information do you need to convey to 
them'? 

• What subjects do you want to cover'? In every story, tell 
your readers Who, What, When, and Where. 

• What will your publication look like? Will there be a 
banner'? Where will photos appear'? Where will headlines 
and text appear'? What clip art will you use'? 

It is important to know the names and locations of the files 
that comprise each of your publications. Accurate records 
help you retrieve files at a moment's notice. Shown below 
are two reference sheets that you can create using The 
Newsroom. 

I. Create a banner and a panel that look like the ones 
pictured here. 

DISK NAME _________ _ 

PAGE LA'rOUT NAME ______ _ 

BANNER NAME ________ _ 

2. Create a page layout using the banner and six or eight 
of the same panel. 

3. Print the sheet and make several copies of it. 

4. Fill in a sheet for each of your publications and save 
the sheets in a safe place. 

Organize your 
thoughts 

Keep records 
of your files 
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Experiment with 
different printing 

techniques 

Give your 
newspaper a 

good balance of 
photos and text 

The Newsroom can print an individual banner, photo, or 
panel. This means that you can produce items that are 
different in size from an entire newspaper page. In addition, 
you can print two or more items on the same piece of 
paper. 

The following sample newspapers were created using clip 
art from The Newsroom, Clip Art Collection Volume I, 
and Clip Art Collection Volume 2 (Business Art). 
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Sample Pages 
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Clip Art Directory 

I The Newsroom Clip Art disk contains more than 600 
pic1ures that you can usc in banners, photos, and panels. 
The pictures are organized into catcgories and ananged on 
pages. Clip art page names are shown on the screen, and in 
this appendix. in alphabetical order. 

The Clip Art disk has two sides: 

Clip Art A (side I) has pages AD I to MEN I. 
Clip AI1 B (side 2) has pages MEN 2 to WORKERS 5. 

Once a piece of clip art has been put into a work area, it can 
be modified by selecting the tlip icon. the magnifying glass 

i icoll. or the crayon icon. See The Banner. Chapter .~. for 
details on selecting and modifying clip art. 
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Clip Art A (side 1) 

Ad1 Aliens 1 Aliens 2 

~ 

~ '1,~ 

S~·:~ ~ ... ~ ~ 
Th~ 9U.r.~I!' .. d educational ~o'tIlliM"P ,., 

~!!R!~g~Q~'!U! ~g:'~~to~r~984 by 
----------- SoftwiW~ 1nc. .... ... © 

Beasts 1 

Beasts 4 

Beasts 5 Beasts 7 



Clip Art A (side 1) 

Beasts 8 Birds 1 Birds 2 

Cats 2 Cats 3 Cats 4 



Clip Art A (side 1) 

Cats5 Cattle 1 Dinos 1 

~~~ ~~~\{ 
~ ... -"'4- ~ ~ "r..>t 
~ ~l:5 M!; 
Dinos 2 Dinos 3 Dogs 1 

Dogs 2 Dogs 3 Dogs 4 

4~:" ~* ~~ 
11~~ ~~~ZZ%o. ~ 1~. . '. ~ ~,. ~~ ~ 

~ . ~~ ~ 
Frogs 1 Frogs 2 Frogs 3 

i2-~.a tt~ ~J) 
~• I:l ~~ ~"" ~::~-:. .. • .•• ~ ~ ittI! -

~. -b 



Clip Art A (side 1) 

Holiday 1 Kids 1 Kids 2 

Maps 1 Maps 2 Maps 3 

Maps 4 Maps 5 Maps 6 



Clip Art A (side 1) 

Maps? 

Maps 10 

Men 1 

Maps 8 Maps 9 

Maps 11 Maps 12 



Clip Art B (side 2) 

Men2 Men3 Men4 

Men 5 Mise 1 Mise 2 

\t_~t ~. ~~~ 
-{~:~ :"_ ~_ d&- A pc-~ . 
. ~ )) ® s.a ~ ¥ F3h .\/-

~0J @ ~ / ~~1jt II 

Mise 3 Mise 4 Mise 5 

A (iH~:'*:lo' ~ 
ru ~ .~mAI.lm:~ ~ 
Mise 6 Mise 7 

~~l2J~ c!2J~ ~ 



Clip Art 8 (side 2) 

Penguin 2 People 1 People 2 

Rabbits 1 Rabbits 2 Rabbits 3 

~11 ,-C ! ~ \P li ~'.. ..... ~ 

l~ ~ " ~Jlf~ 



Clip Art B (side 2) 

Rodents 3 Scary 1 Scary 2 

~ ~ .. @ 

Scary 3 Scary 4 

~~ 

Sports 2 Sports 3 Sports 4 



Clip Art B (side 2) 

Trees 2 

Vehicle 3 

Women3 

Women 6 

Vehicle 1 

Women 1 

@ 
e 
d) 

tt' Women 4 

Women 7 

Vehicle 2 

Women 2 

Women 5 

Words 1 
0CD(b1] E~TI<Cl SPORTS 
FASHiOn ~r'Vll~ 

SPI:ClIll. BEl'OBi flEUlS 
IE~ llEIRmnmUflf 
COltlCS aCkEm:E 
WANT ADS IE IliImlPl mIL 
lIelPII tHiRTY! 
:J?~!::J;E IJ~rJ!::~ 



Clip Art B (side 2) 

Words 2 

, 1,lm~Hlli'l! 

~La:T_ REPI!lII1)' 
VICTORY! J n 
KC'lU"OW~~N IjIU~' u; 
FREE CHARGE! 
FOR SttLI lftJl! 
CILIBRttTION 
VACATION WOW! 

Workers 3 

Workers 1 Workers 2 

Workers 4 Workers 5 



Notes 



Credits 

The Springboard Product Development team is led by Mark Dunn, Vice President 
of Product Development. 

Our programmers are Sean Callahan, Jon Clauson, Robert Eyestone, Scott 
McSpadden, and Robert Mueffelmann. 

Our artists are Robert Cavey, Karen Christiansen, and Jerry Cratsenberg. 
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